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LINKS
Don’t forget, if it’s in RED ‘click’ on it to take you off into the ‘ether’!

If you would like to join the team and set up a regular (or even occasional)
feature, please contact the Editor. At the moment this Newsletter is too
much a “one man band”! All contributions are welcome.
CONTACT THE NEWSLETTER
The Newsletter now has its own e-mail contact address, which is :“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”
We hope we will have a very full ‘in-tray’ each month!
Any ideas about what we should include, any contributions you may wish to
make about yourself and your interests, any news, recommended hobby
outlets or just a general “Hi” to fellow readers would be very welcome.
It’s your Newsletter! Use it.
NEWSLETTER POLICY
This Newsletter is freely distributed to regular subscribers and is available
to download through Macclesfield Model Railway Group’s web site. Some
of our information is derived from the internet and we try to acknowledge
sources where ever we can. However, it is not always possible to trace
original sources with the limited facilities that we have and we apologise
unreservedly in advance for any oversight.
As a reader/recipient of this Newsletter, you are free to distribute it
amongst your friends and family, other clubs and societies to which you
may belong or use any part of it to promote and further interest in railway
modelling.
MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use any
part of it for any non-profit making purpose you wish. Should you wish to
use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask is
that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy.

This Newsletter relies for its content on material supplied by its readers and

With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on
trust - we have no way of monitoring such use. If you do intend to use our
material in such a way, please ask for permission first. It is unlikely to be
refused but, at the very least, an acknowledgement would be expected in
return.

no-one else. It does not ‘pick up’ on articles in other publications, it does not

COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING

IT’S UP TO YOU

syndicate and it tries to reflect no-one’s views and opinions other than those
of its readers. You can help to maintain that integrity by ‘keeping in touch’ ….
let us know what you think, what you are doing with your hobby. If you have
any ideas about how this Newsletter could be improved, what you like or
don’t like about it, then please contact the Newsletter either through “Over to
You” or to the Editor direct at…….

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
All article text and photographs are by the authors except for images for “The
Funnies” which are drawn from the internet and are, with our apologies,
original source unknown. Should we, inadvertently, have infringed your
copyright please accept our apologies, let us know and we will publish an
appropriate acknowledgement and apology in the next available issue.

Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial
advertising. It is a Newsletter! However, should you wish to place an
“advertising article” concerning a new product, an up-grade to an existing
product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article,
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified.
AND FINALLY
This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional obligation’ to promote and
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this
Newsletter is proud to play its part.
No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
Newsletter is, and always will be, free.
—————————————————————

EDITORIAL

that I really want to trumpet my failings from the roof tops

That’s it, then. The holiday season is almost over and the

but, by being honest about them, I may be able to help

kids are going back to school. Things should, once again,

someone else avoid making the same mistakes. Along the

begin to settle down with, perhaps, more time spent indoors

way I will be learning new skills and techniques and,

and thoughts beginning to turn toward resuming our hobby of

hopefully, become a better and more comfortable model

making model railways.

maker as a result. I will be drawing heavily upon the skills,
abilities, advice and ideas of fellow Club members to

I know that I’ve certainly got quite a few ‘projects’ lined up to

produce what I hope will be passable models and if the end

occupy my time and most of them involve sheets of

result of my efforts produce an “Mmm, that’s not bad”, I shall

embossed plastics, scalpels and a variety of tools. I’ve yet to

be well pleased!

finish the flat cars featured in this issue (all eight of them!),
That’s my story.

there’s a caboose to finish (with two more in the pipeline to
follow!), several kits to make, at least 5 locos to repair and,

But what about you?

lurching ever nearer to the front of what passes for my mind,
are the plans to build a couple of freelance box cab diesel
units …….. I’ve had the chassis occupying a shelf in my ‘to

What projects have you got lined up? Have you any projects

do’ cupboard for the neck end of three years! And that list

from last ‘season’ that, maybe, I and fellow modellers could

does not include priority items such as buildings, vehicles

learn from? Are there any projects that you’ve made a

and figures for ‘Purgatory Junction’!

complete ‘Horlicks’ of that could serve as a warning to
others? Maybe you’ve built something that’s drawn an

I can see a busy winter ahead. Maybe I should have taken

“Mmmm, that’s not bad” response (a far better response than

two retirements!

some of my past efforts, I assure you!). It doesn’t have to be
of ‘show stopping’ quality, it doesn’t have to be incredibly

I suspect I am not alone in having a lengthy ‘to do’ list and a

good. Hey, it doesn’t even have to mediocre! If you have built

much shorter ‘time available’ list. Maybe that’s the nature of

something for yourself that we can all learn from (pitfalls,

our hobby. There’s always something to do and it more than

mistakes and all) then please tell us about it!

fills the time we have available. There are many feelings, I
have no doubt, that I will experience over the winter months,

We can all read articles about ‘perfect’ in any of the miriad

but boredom will not be one of them!

commercial publications, but where can we read about the
‘almost successful’ and the pitfalls to avoid?

As usual, I will be letting you know what I’m building and
Hopefully here!

what complete cock ups I’ve made in the process. It’s not

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
through the On30 Group, supports the development of

“MegaPoints Controllers”
for all the latest news, go to:-

"www.megapointscontrollers.com"
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It was a sorry sight………….. What was I going to do?

BUILD (KIT BASH) ANYTHING YOU WANT ’N’ GAUGE HOT METAL TORPEDO WAGON

Perhaps I should put it back together and stick it on eBay.

Phil Mason

“Come on, get a grip! You're supposed to be a modeller", I

This is the holy grail!

told myself, but I still couldn't bring myself to saw up the
diecast torpedo. 'Resin casting' to the rescue once again! I

It's big! It's dangerous and it's rarely seen. It breaths fire and

cast the torpedo itself and the shed like gubbins at the end to

smoke and pours molten steel out of its belly. Sounds like a

produce this.

'Terminator' and 'Alien' rolled into one. What's not to like?

At around 250t glw, these beasts are mainly confined to the
depths of steel plants and rarely glimpsed from the main line.
However, back in the 70s they were used for a time between
Teesside and Consett.

00 gauge modellers may have more options, but in N there
has only been one offering to my knowledge. This is from
Minitrix and retails for around £115……. if you can find one.

I was tempted when I saw one at our exhibition a few years
ago. It's a magnificent beast with hundreds of wheels but

Incidentally, I made the sketches from plentiful photographs I

after placing it on the layout it dawned on me that it was

found on the internet.

never going to work. It was far too long and clearly not of a
type used in Britain. So it languished in its box for several

So now I could carve up the resin torpedo to reduce the

years.

length, stick it together, add a cowl from 10 though plasticard
and a lid from a bit of sprue from an old kit (never throw

My plan was to use half the wheels (the Minitrix runs on four

anything away). Bogies were pinched from a second hand

bogies) and reduce the length of the torpedo, possibly using

DB well wagon et voila!

the left over bits to make a second wagon. After much
deliberation I finally dismantled the Minitrix to produce this
pile of bits.

It needs a little more work … one end isn't aligned properly
and it needs a number, etc, but I'm happy with that for an
evening's project (four hours plus two days waiting for casting
rubber to harden).

Just as something of an aside -You know the little boxes that
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model road vehicles come in, the likes of Oxford Diecast or
whatever?

…… AND A QUICK FOLLOW-UP TO LAST
MONTH’S WEATHERING

Well, the plastic box clearly (sorry, no pun intended) has it’s

Photos of an old ’N' gauge kit, plus one off the net, plus one

uses ….. but so does the little self tapping screw that stops

posed in similar position. A crude model by today's standards ….

the model rattling around.

and clearly not dirty enough!

What for?

N gauge (and, no doubt, Z?) bogie pivots. The bogies on the
DB well wagon I pulled apart used threaded bolts, but the
little self tappers were perfect to fix the bogies onto my resin
torpedo wagon. I just needed to drill a 1mm hole in the
relevant place.

And I've just noticed the ventilators on the shed roof in this
picture. Believe it or not, they are the plastic cap things that
cover the fuse on firework rockets!

Moral of this story? There are two, really. You can make
whatever you want and …….. never throw anything away!

So. What have you been up to lately?
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historical importance. It is a 1922 built light pacific (4-6-2) and

RAILROAD MUSEUMS IN SOUTH FLORIDA
Dominic Emery

The concluding part of Dominic’s trip to Florida

Gold Coast Railroad Museum

On our road trip around South Florida we managed to visit
three museums of which only one was planned. On our way
from Fort Lauderdale to Key Largo is the Gold Coast
Railroad Museum in Miami and Gaby said we would have
time to have a look before we needed to be at our next Motel
and we would only need to make a slight detour.
was the last engine to leave Key West before the line was
The Museum is adjacent to the Miami Zoo and next to the

destroyed and was then used to help the rescue effort in the

Miami Military Museum. It is built on a ex. World War II Naval

town of Marathon. It was also made a National Landmark.

airship base that was destroyed by a storm and never rebuilt.

There are also various diesels on the site including a Class

The entrance fee to the museum costs $8 for adults and has

SW-1500 No. 2 that had belonged to the NASA. There are a

some very historical exhibits, the most important one being
the Presidential Pullman Coach which was especially rebuilt

collection of „California Zephyr“stainless steel coaches in and
outside the shed building.
from a Pullman Car built in 1928 for President Franklin
Roosevelt. He was told that it would be also used by future
presidents. It weighs 129,3 metric tons and had 3 inch bullet
proof glass windows plus 5/8 inch thick nickel-steel sides
were added, but not all the way along the sides otherwise it
would have been to heavy for some of the lines it was to run
on. It was already used by Churchill when he visited the USA
during the Second World War. The American president still
used it during the 1950's. It is named “Ferdinand Magellan“
and is better known as US Car No.1. It became a US
National Landmark in 1985. Talking about US National
Landmarks, Florida East Coast Railway No. 153 is of special
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There is a 2ft gauge line that goes out and back and had a

Outside the small museum in an open shed is a cosmetically

Crown Locomotive built 4-4-0 No.3. It looked very much like

restored Atlantic Coast Line Class E4 0-6-0 yard switcher

a toy and I was surprised to see that it had been a real coal
fired steam engine and had been converted to run on
compressed air as the Museum could not afford the
insurance for a steam boiler. The air came from a closed van
at the back of the train . We paid $5 each and took a trip out
and were able to see more of the stored stock and locos. It
worked like a steamer, still had all the gauges in the cab and
sounded like one too. As it started a small cloud of air vapour
came out of the chimney. It ran on old mine track and there
were sprung points. So we did get a ride behind a narrow
gauge (ex) steam engine in Florida!

Would I have gone there if it had not been on our route
South? Probably not as there was not that much of interest

built by Baldwin in 1905 and a caboose in SCL/L&N colours.

for me there. For anyone interested in the history the the

The museum houses an S scale railway layout and various

Railroads in Florida, it would be worth it and they run trains

railroad artifacts and old photos. There is also a cinema that

on the first weekend of the month.

shows old railroad films. We had a look around the museum
as we waited for the next train. After going for a walk around
the park we stopped off for an ice cream. We were sitting

For more information, go to www.gcrm.org

eating the ice as somebody pointed out that there was an
alligator under the platform/pier where we were sitting! TIP:

The Railroad Museum of South Florida

There are alligators everywhere in Florida, so make sure to
be careful where and when you go in any lake or stream etc.

Well this trip was not planned but we needed a break from
the beach as we both had got sun burnt. We decided to

For more information, go to:- ‘www.rrmsf.org'

spend the morning in the Lee County Lakes Regional Park in
Fort Myers. Gaby had found out that there was a seven and

The Florida Railroad Museum

half inch gauge miniature railway that ran for about a mile

As we were planning our holiday, I checked the internet for
steam railways in South Florida and found only Disney World.
The cost of entrance and parking meant the idea of going
there was dropped straight away, but I did find that there was
a Railroad Museum in Parrish near Bradenton where
standard gauge trains run every weekend along a six and
half mile stretch from Parrish to the the ghost town of Willow.
Willow is where the railroad has its main base and they’ve
built a replica of the original station from Parrish. The plan
was to spend a whole day at the museum for the train
journey, but on checking the map I decided that we could go
there on our way to the next Motel. This saved us a day
which we spent on a nearby beach.

around one of the lakes. The ride starts at the Railroad
Museum of South Florida building and costs $5 for the 15

Back to the Railroad Museum!

minute out and back ride. The trains run from 10am to 4pm
during the week and from 10am till 4pm at weekends.
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The railway is part of the freight only single line owned by the

to provide spare parts for No. 1835. Built in 1951 they have

Florida Light & Power Company from Bradenton to their

1500hp. On the rear of the train was CYDZ No. 251 a

power station at Willow. The starting point for our trip was

1000hp switcher. The train usually operates with one

Parrish where the station is next to the main road and there

locomotive which runs round at Willow but the train had been

is ample parking. The booking office with a shop and toilets

lengthened in preparation for the Easter holiday and that

are in an old baggage car, in another is a model railway in
LGB scale. It was also possible walk through an old sleeping
car, which we did as we waited for the boarding time at
1:30pm. We also made ourselves some lunch as there are no
catering facilities at the railway. The train left at 2pm. The
morning train leaves at 11am and in between the engine is
used for a “drive the engine yourself” on a return trip along
the line, cost $300. It's cheaper if you would like to ride in the
cab during the normal trip for only $30. I also used the wait to
take photos of the waiting train and the parked up, locally
used, freight wagons and engines. The train engine arrived
from the Willow direction and knuckled up which in this case
meant a hard bump so that the couplings engaged properly.
Our Locomotive was No. 1835 an ex.U.S. Army EMD GP-7

meant it was too long for the run round loop and needed to

donated to the museum by the Department of Defense. In

be pulled back. Each vehicle in the train was different even
the steel air conditioned coaches.

The train left a very leisurely pace and carried on with an
average speed of 14mph! We were in the first wagon directly
behind the loco waiting for some “thrash” but there wasn't
any with the engine working just above tickover. The only
time time when the engine started to work a bit harder was
as it started to pull the train around the first of only two
curves, otherwise the track was completely straight with no
noiceable gradients, and with only one ungated crossing. We
did see an orange plantation and fields with cattle on the one
side and fields of crops on the other. On the rest of the
journey the track was flanked by mixed Florida woodland
which Gaby found quite pleasant. In the distance was the
power station with fields full of solar panels and we were told
that there are plans to double the area covered. Well Florida
is the sun shine state!

Just before we reached Willow the train takes the second
curve on the line and there is a loop from which the siding
branches off to the power station on which there was stock
waiting for restoration. We carried on past sidings with more
engines and coaches. There were also two men laying rails
onto sleepers to extend the sidings at Willow. In the station
1993 its sister No. 1822 was also donated and is being used

building is a musuem with a lot of local rail history from the
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region. After looking around the museum and a cosmetically

USEFUL HINTS AND TIPS

restored steam engine that is under cover and taking more
photos of the stock it was time for us to return at the same

1) Grab those plastic drinking straws while you can.

meandering pace. After everybody had got off, the engines and

Suitably painted, they make great pipe loads. Most
drinking straws scale out at about 2’ diameter in ’00’,
12” in ‘0’ and 4’ in ’N’.
2) Create the shapes on or in your wagons from handy bits
of scrap or make from cardboard. Cover with model
aircraft tissue and apply ‘dope’. You’ll end up with a
convincing tarpaulin covered load ……… once you’ve
painted it!
3) Down spouts and small diameter piping can be made
from florists/garden wire which come in a variety of
gauges.
4) ’00’ scale timber loads can be made from coﬀee
stirrers. Use the narrower style which scale out at
around 15” wide. The broader coﬀee stirrers are around
a scale 2’ wide. Both are cheaply sourced from the
internet ……. and free from the likes of McDonalds,
KFC, Burger King, etc. Please ask permission before
you walk oﬀ with a handful!!
5) If you are a guitarist, or know one, old guitar strings
(steel or nylon) are a great source of pipework, handrails
and vacuum pipes for all your rolling stock and locos.
6) Run out of weathering chalks? Before you rush out to
buy some more, check out ‘Poundland’ (and similar
stores) for their eye shadows and face powders!
If you have any hints and tips that you think may be of help
to fellow railway modellers, please let us know. It doesn’t
matter if the idea has been around for a long time, there will
always be someone who finds it ‘new’.

stock returned to Willow where there is a secure high fence
around the grounds. The train included two cabooses which
were available for private hire and we had a party on our trip. I
MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

found that the trip was worthwhile although the countryside was
nothing special and, for me, there were no really exciting

“THE MODEL CENTRE”

moments on the trip. I was still glad that we had done it.
Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,
For more information on the line and what's there, check their

YO22 5LF

website: ‘www.frrm.org'
01947 899125
“www.themodelcentre.com"
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BLAST FROM THE (NOT SO DISTANT) PAST -

Here’s a couple clues to help you on your way :

WHERE IS IT?

"Coal towered briefly over a steam town; the clock's still there
but the platform’s gone".

Phil Mason

Oh, come on, Phil.
this photo’s so
obviously staged it
could pass for a
film set - Ed

Think you know
where it is?

Check the answer
on page 20.

Well spotted all
those of you who
found the answer
to last month’s
‘Where Is It?’ on
the front cover!!

OOPS!
Sorry.
My mistake …..
as the Dalek
said climbing
off the dustbin.
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BUILD ANYTHING YOU WANT - WHEN YOUR

said end beams so that they stood proud of the deck by

0n30 LOCO LOOKS LONELY (part 1)

1mm.

Mike Hebblethwaite
Of course, this produces a deck and frame with a perfectly
smooth finish and doesn’t look anything like timber that has

What can I say? I was sat in the caravan in Wales and the
rain was coming down like stair rods. I’d read three books
and I wasn’t interested in anything on the tele. You know
what they say …… the Devil finds work for idle hands. I
summoned up all my courage (and an umbrella!), went out to
the car and ‘rescued’ my supply of plastic bits and pieces.

I had absolutely no idea what I was going to make!

A quick rummage through my ‘supplies’ produced an
‘Evergreen’ sheet of styrene planking which looked about
right for decking, a few rectangular end section lengths that
looked about right for making a rudimentary chassis, two
‘Tichy’ trucks and a couple of ‘Ratio’ diamond frame trucks.

‘been a few times round the block’. There’s no sign of wear

Delving a little further I found a couple of half used packs of

and tear, no sign of any kind of grain in the wood and no

‘Grandt Line’ nut and washer detail parts and some queen

evidence of any ‘damage’ you’d expect to see in a wagon

posts.

that has seen more than a little revenue service.

Flat cars! Eureka! I needed something quick and easy to

It’s easier than you might think to produce the ‘used look’.

cobble together …… it might be sunny tomorrow, I thought. It
wasn’t! ….. and my Mallet needed a few ‘beat up’ flat cars

The first step is to firmly rub coarse grain sand paper along

behind it.

each piece of ‘wood’ to create a grain. Second, produce the

I decided to build three 19 footers and one 26 footer - that’s

‘deep grain’ you get in older wood by using a scalpel, craft
knife (both reversed!) or a dental pick to gouge the deeper
about all I could get out of one sheet of styrene! The decks

grain. The third step is to produce the gaps between the

were duly cut out and a basic frame fitted to their undersides.

planks where they overlap the frames with a fine saw. The

The side frames were cut long enough to accomodate both

ends of the deck planks can be further ‘distressed’ if you wish

the deck and the end beams and had a cut-away to mount
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and the ends of some planks even ‘broken’ to suggest past

I have in mind. The ‘Ratio’ trucks, for me, look far more solid

misuse.

and fit for purpose.

The shorter ‘Tichy’ truck is on the left, the more substantial (and bigger)
‘Ratio’ truck is on the right

Hey, I’m no aficionado, you judge for yourself….it really is
down to personal ‘taste’.

The addition of truss rods certainly helps the overall look, but
The addition of details, such as nuts and washers, really

I cannot help but feel that the ‘Grandt Line’ queen posts I

helps to create a more ‘serious’ looking model.

used were a tad too long. Maybe I should have made my
own …….. but I had no way of knowing how long it would

For those of you who might be expecting a ‘super detailed’

rain for!

model, you might as well stop reading here! The bits you
can’t see from normal viewing angles are, simply, not there! I
wanted a rake of flat cars that ‘look right’ as they trundle their
way round the layout (’Purgatory Peak Model Railroad’)
behind my kit-bashed 2-6-6-2.

The undersides were prepared for the trucks I had available

The ‘Ratio’ trucks are mounted directly to the underside of
the flat car bed and give about the correct ride height for
mounting ‘Kadee’ No 5 couplings (with a couple of shims).
Incidentally, if you are building a wagon in ’00/H0’, it also
produces roughly the right wagon load bed height. I removed
the ’00’ (Hornby type) couplings and their mounts to produce

The undercarriage prepared for mounting ‘Tichy’ trucks and a lead weight
added.

an entirely ‘free standing’ truck/bogie. With 36” H0 wheel

and were ‘framed’ (and botched) for both the ‘Ratio’ and

sets, they look, to me, spot on……..so much so, I’ve ordered

‘Tichy’ trucks. I have to say, at this point, that my preference

another 24 sets of wheels from China via AliExpress (ordered

is for the ‘Ratio’ trucks. The ‘Tichy’ trucks (widely used as

Monday, arrived Saturday!!)…. a site similar to Amazon and

0n30 trucks by kit producers and kit bashers) are H0 scale

one I’ve never used before. I was impressed by the speed of

and, despite adding 36” H0 wheels, look far too flimsy and

service but not by the 1,001 AliExpress ‘bargain offer’ e-mails

insubstantial when used on flat cars with the kind of payloads
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I received afterwards!

Both the ‘Tichy’ and ‘Ratio’ trucks have 2mm diameter
sockets on the inside of the axle boxes. I used ‘Jackson’
brass shouldered bearings and they proved to be a firm push
fit without any need to use glue. With standard pinpoint axles
they really do produce an excellent free running quality.

Following the addition of truss rods, turnbuckles and a very
basic simulation of the rest of the undercarriage (see part 2),
I was reasonably pleased with the outcome of a couple of
rainy days worth of tinkering. I’m looking forward to hooking
these up behind my 2-6-6-2 ……… after adding final details
and I’ve painted them!

But that’s another story.

The ‘heavier duty’ Ratio trucks look nearer to scale than the ‘Tichy’ trucks

Not the best advert for healthy living with all the tobacco paraphernalia in the background! The loco is not, sadly, the result of my handiwork - it was bought ‘as is’
secondhand and I do not know who its previous owner was. They did a great job. Most of the ‘add ons’ appear to be from ‘Backwoods Miniatures’ as is the
whale back tender. As an oil burner, however, it really doesn’t need that ‘pickled onion’ sat on top of the smoke box!
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TOOLS AND MATERIALS USED (SO FAR) FOR
Materials :-

FLAT CAR PROJECT

1) ‘Evergreen’ (4125) v-groove styrene sheet (3.2mm
groove spacing, 1mm thick)
2) ‘Evergreen’ (168) 2.0 x 4.8mm styrene strip - used for the
chassis frame
3) ‘Plastruct’ (90780) 3.2mm square rod - used for queen
post cross members
4) ‘Ratio’ (125) diamond frame bogies (trucks)
5) ‘Tichy’ (3002) archbar trucks
6) ‘Romford’ shouldered pin point bearings
7) various styrene sheet oddments and off-cuts
8) 36” H0 wheel sets (10.5mm diameter over wheel treads) manufacturer unknown
9) Kadee No5 couplers
10) Grandt Line detail parts (nut + washer, stirrup steps,
queen posts) - out of production at the moment but due to
be re-introduced by San Juan Model Co (https://
sanjuanmodelco.com)

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:-

Tools :-

“NARROW GAUGE MODELING COMPANY”

1) Steel ruler and fine tip (0.3mm) marker pen

Hubbardston

2) scalpel or sharp craft knife
3) drills bits (various)

MA, USA

4) ‘pin vice’ drill

(1) 978 928 5128

5) files (various)

specialising in On18, On2, On3 and On30

6) dental probes

‘narrowgaugemodeling.com'

7) super glue
8) coarse sandpaper

and Facebook at ‘Narrow Gauge Modeling

9) cutting mat

Company’

10) razor saw
MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:-

“TRIDENT TRAINS”
Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre,
Crewe Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,

ABC Model Railways
‘Always on the right track’

CW5 7LG
tel:01270 842400

e-mail:web:-

www.tridenttrains.co.uk
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07813 031152

abcmodelrailways@yahoo.co.uk
‘www.abcmodelrailways.com'

BREAKING NEWS

Boddingtons to build beer pipeline through
Woodhead Tunnel

Trans Pennine launches euthanasia service!

Paddle anyone?

New rail link opens to Alton Towers

BNSF re-rail loco with safety tape

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)
Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North,
Poynton, Cheshire, SK12 1BY
01625 850427
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ALL CHANGE AT THE CLUBROOM

But that is all about to change ……. and your feedback and

Mike Hebblethwaite

comments have helped to drive that change.

You might have thought that a clubroom measuring 40ft x

The most popular scale, by far, amongst British railway

20ft would have had enough space for everyone, but not so.

modellers is ’00’ and that is true for our members, too. We

Space, for some time, has been at a premium and many

have a large ’00’ layout (Sutton Hilltop) and, yet, it has rarely

compromises have had to be made.

been available for running sessions for some months. It
shares a fiddle yard with ‘Purgatory Peak’ and with the new
‘Purgatory Junction’ which means that there is no fiddle yard

Too many.

available in the club rooms if ‘Purgatory Peak’ is away at
shows or is being prepared for a show. With the development
of ‘Purgatory Junction’, the fiddle yard has had to spend a
considerable amount of time connected to it in order to create
and ensure the smooth working of the track control systems
and the operation of the fiddle yard within that system. It’s
been a long haul, but those new systems are now, finally, in
place and fully operational with the fiddle yard still remaining
compatable with ‘Purgatory Peak’ and ‘Sutton Hilltop’.

It has been a frustrating time, but that is about to become a
problem of the past!

‘Sutton Hilltop’ is about to recieve its just deserts with a new
‘fiddle yard’ of its own. A new, permanent, shelf style fiddle
yard is to be built and firmly attached to the back wall of the
club room. This should ensure that the ’00’ layout is available
for running sessions on the vast majority of club nights, open
days and special events and is no longer reliant upon the
shared fiddle yard. Trains will be running again with as little
interruption as possible. Both DC and DCC systems can be
catered for.

Hopefully, by the time you are reading this, the new facility
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will be up and running with ‘Sutton Hilltop’ connected to its

own, dedicated fiddle yard.

SPACE! But we still need more.

It will be good to see ‘Sutton Hilltop’ regularly doing what it

Thoughts are now turning toward new ways to use the space

was built to do - run trains!

we have. Maybe there’s a better way to store ‘PP’ when it’s

The story, however, does not end there!

There have long been complaints that the
club room is too cluttered and that that very
clutter is preventing the development of new
activities.

We’ve heard your voice!

It’s amazing what you find when you seriously
decide to have a ‘clear out’….. as anyone
who has cleared out a shed/garage/loft/cellar
will be only too well aware. I’m dreading that
exercise (like the club room, long overdue!) in
my own ‘man cave’, but who knows what long
forgotten ‘treasures’ I might uncover in the

not in use. Maybe there’s a better way to have our

process? I’ve no doubt that I shall find enough ‘surplus’ to

workstation with better lighting and tool storage. Maybe we

stock our second hand stall almost single handedly! Suffice it

should build a second shelf above “Sutton Hilltop’s” new

to say that some of what we’ve discovered languishing

fiddle yard with multi-gauge test/running track facilities.

amongst the clutter in the club room must be pushing 30

Maybe we should consider better ways to house our

years old!

‘community space’.

And what has the tidying and removal of clutter revealed?

There are so many new opportunities opening up for
developing the club room.

We’ve heard your voice and we are
acting on it…… but there are other
‘maybes’ we should also listen to.

Maybe YOU have ideas about what
you’d like to see in the club room. Maybe
YOU could help us plan for the future
and make better use of the space we’ve
got. Maybe YOU have the skills to help
us make our club room a better
experience for everyone.

If you are silent, we can’t hear you.

Speak up!
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BLUE PLAQUES AND TIMES GONE BY

spectators wasted no time in seeking shelter in the station

Mike Hebblethwaite

itself where there was a small ‘preview’ of the photographic
exhibition in the waiting room on
platform two.

I had around an hour to ‘kill’ before the
official opening of the photo exhibition in
Macclesfield’s library scheduled for
5.00pm so, between torrential showers, I
made my way to (where else?) the Bate
Hall where I forced myself to down a pint
of Marston’s Pedigree. I was already
pretty wet on the outside, so I thought
……

The reception for the official opening of
the exhibition was a surprisingly
entertaining and informative experience.

Thursday, 1st August, proved to be a typical
British summer’s day. It rained…….heavily! But,
fortunately, not before the ceremony of unveiling
the blue plaque at Macclesfield station was
completed …… almost.

Those present for the unveiling were welcomed
to the station by a representative of Virgin trains
(very smartly uniformed!) and were then treated
to a potted history of the Macclesfield,
Bollington and Marple Railway by Basil Jeuda.
Basil is a well known local railway historian, his
many publications are well known and his
knowledge is nothing short of encyclopaedic!
His presentation was both informative and
entertaining.

The honour of unveiling the plaque fell to our
Mayor of Macclesfield, Councillor Janet Jackson
MBE, just as the heavens opened! I have to
admit I admired her determination to complete
her task and the fact that she delivered her
speech despite her rapidly dissolving notes!
With the presentations completed, the gathered
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Basil, again, gave a (different) summary of the history of the

These seem like sensible rules to me. After all is said and

railway along with reminiscences from the driver of the last

done, we all engage in railway modelling for our own

timetabled train to operate on the line. I have to say that I’ve

enjoyment!

rarely known an hour and a half to pass so quickly!
Do you have any rules that you think could be added to this
The photo exhibition of the Macclesfield, Bollington and

list? Or do you have a whole set of rules that could replace

Marple Railway was fascinating, informative and gave a

this list entirely? Maybe, between us, we could set up a list of

wonderful insight into both the importance of the railway to

rules that anyone within our great hobby could use.

this small part of Cheshire and the changes and
developments that took place over the years it operated.

A quick e-mail with your rules would be much appreciated!

Particularly poignant, however, was the contrast between the
euphoria and enthusiasm of its early years when compared

Pat Honey’s been trawling the internet and come up with

with the neglect and decay evident in its final years.

some great links and he’s also been posting videos of that
‘big stuff’ (gauge 1) he models, including that armoured train

It is/was an exhibition I hope you had the opportunity to visit.

he built. Here’s a few to be getting on with ……….

Basil has published a book to commemorate the occasion,

1) https://www.youtube.com/watch?

“Macclesfield, Bollington and Marple Railway Remembered -

v=XIeXf9idoqs&feature=youtu.be - an unusual freight

150 Anniversary”, and is priced at £5. It is available from the

consist on the Norfolk and Southern

Visitor Information Centre in Macclesfield and from the

2) https://www.youtube.com/watch?

Bollington Discovery Centre, Clarence Mill, Bollington.

v=FYhDw3Mqrqg&feature=youtu.be - ever wondered how
those concrete sleepers are made? Here’s how they do it

It comes highly recommended and is £5 well spent!

in India.
3) https://www.youtube.com/watch?

As I left the library at the conclusion of the exhibition’s official

v=0hYn_EqSAAw&feature=youtu.be - for steam fans

opening …….. it rained. In Biblical proportions. The last time

everywhere!

it rain with such ferocity I believe a guy was moved to build a

4) https://www.youtube.com/watch?

boat. A big one!

v=nxPV8rb_9qc&feature=youtu.be - ….. and for those of
you who prefer oil burners

The things I have to suffer on behalf of this Club!

5) https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=fVXKIWQTfJA&feature=youtu.be - If you want some
ideas about mixing locos and stock from different periods,

FOUND ON T’INTERWEB

here’s a few ideas.
6) https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Shphjv_thlU&feature=youtu.be - ….. and clips of
steam locos hard at work with steam railtours around the
Northest of England
7) https://www.dropbox.com/s/qohtioa5ah7mgi7/Video.mov?
dl=0 - it’s that armoured train in action!
8) https://www.dropbox.com/s/gcubzyk7xb3705k/
Video_1.mov?dl=0 - and again!

Have you come across anything interesting on t’interweb?
If you have, please send me the link and I’ll include it in the
next Newsletter issue.
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THE LAST WORD

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

As you will have already seen on page 16, things are starting to

“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”

change in the Club room. The clutter is disappearing and space

30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY

is appearing … a very welcome sight but we are all hoping that

0161 928 5940

the newly revealed ‘blank spaces’ will give us the opportunity to
“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

develop some new activities and projects.

‘Sutton Hilltop’, our ’00’ layout will very soon be up and running

BLAST FROM THE PAST - ‘Eddie’ is powering through

so there will be no excuse for not running trains on a regular

Carnforth station (9.10. 2006) with the “Tesco Express”

basis! The layout, as you may know, can cater for both DC and
DCC control …… at the same time! The two continuous circuits
are, electrically, separate from each other.

CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES
Newsletter:-

Thoughts on creating an entirely new ’N’ gauge layout are

e-mail

beginning to take shape and new baseboards are soon to be

telephone

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"
07761 122126

constructed. If you are interested in ’N’, NOW is the time to get
involved!
Macclesfield Model Railway Group:-

One of our donated layouts is destined to be developed as a

web site

‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

and has the potential to include shunting puzzles as well as a

e-mail

‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

‘tail chasing’ circuit with passing loops. It could easily be

telephone

regular feature in the ‘Kidz Korner’ at our annual exhibitions

07796 457978

developed as a ‘Thomas the Tank Engine’ themed layout …..
07761 122126

anyone got any suitable locos and stock they don’t want? It will,
obviously, be a layout relying on colour and simplicity (featuring
easily sourced second hand items such as buildings) rather

Twitter

www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

Facebook

www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

than ‘high end’ modelling skills. It is an opportunity for letting
the child in us loose and giving ‘free rein’ to our imaginations.
If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model

We’re also producing our next £1 Raffle layout which is,

Railway Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red

basically, a ‘shunting plank’ based on the well known ‘Gum

link above.

Stump’ format.

Don’t forget ……… your Committee members are:Chairman

Shaun Horrocks

Vice Chairman

Mike Hebblethwaite

for members, potential members and our readership to help

Treasurer

Ian Sheldon

decide what those new activities should be. If you’ve got ideas,

Secretary

Tom McDonough

thoughts, hopes and past experiences then please let us know.

Member reps

There’s never been a better time to get involved in new
activities in the Club room and there’s never been a better time

The Club, at the end of the day, will be whatever shape and

Colin Moores
Tony Hallatt

style you make it!
Steve Nixon

Of course we’d like to see more members and visitors making

Gerry Ogden

use of our facilities ……… especially if you are fit and able. You

Andy Clayton

could help older members, like me, up and down the stairs!!

Newsletter Editor
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Mike Hebblethwaite

